German Intensive Course A1.2

Course details

German class in the morning
80 credit hours
Monday to Friday, 09.00 am – 12.30 pm

Academic lessons in the afternoon
20 credit hours
two to three times a week, Tuesday to Thursday, 01.30 pm – 03.00 pm

Content of Academic lessons

Streetlife - Experience and discover Berlin

"Berliners are unfriendly and reckless, rude and bossy, Berlin is repugnant, loud, dirty and gray, construction sites and clogged roads wherever you look - but I feel sorry for all people who can not live here!"
Anneliese Bödecker

Get to know Berlin, its art, culture and people directly on the streets of Berlin and see what makes Berlin so special. In communicative situations, we move through the city and practice our German at the same time. On the street we discover Berlin's alternative and creative side through graffiti and street performances or experience the intercultural side of Berlin on the Maybachufer in Berlin-Neukölln (excursions: city rally through Berlin-Mitte, graffiti tour through Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg, visit the Turkish market on Maybachufer in Berlin-Neukölln, visit of the Urban Nation Museum For Contemporary Art).

Instructor

Andreas Fechner

2015 Graduation in Master's degree program in Foreign German/German as a Foreign and Second Language at the Friedrich Schiller University Jena
2012 Graduation in Master's degree in Asian Studies and Oriental and Asian Languages/Translating at the University of Bonn and the University of Kumamoto, Japan (exchange year)
Since 2011 Lecturer in German as a Foreign and Second Language in Berlin (inter alia at the Goethe-Institut Berlin) and abroad (inter alia at the Goethe-Institut Korea in Seoul, Daegu and Busan)